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Intermittent Sampling in Iterative Learning Control:
a Monotonically-Convergent Gradient-Descent Approach with
Application to Time Stamping
Nard Strijbosch, Tom Oomen

Abstract— The standard assumption that a measurement
signal is available at each sample in iterative learning control
(ILC) is not always justified, e.g., in systems with data dropouts or when exploiting time-stamped data from incremental
encoders. The aim of this paper is to develop a computationally
tractable ILC framework for systems with arbitrary timevarying measurement points. New conditions for monotonic
convergence of the input signal are established. These lead
to a new single centralized design approach independent of
the sampling times reminiscent of gradient-descent ILC. The
approach is demonstrated in a simulation example of a massspring-damper system from which exact time-varying timestamped data from the incremental encoder is available.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Iterative learning control (ILC) can achieve high performance for systems that perform repetitive tasks [1], [2]. The
key idea of ILC is to iteratively determine an input signal
that compensates for the reproducible part of the error,
by learning from the error signal observed during previous
iterations of the same task.
Typical ILC design approaches that have been successfully
implemented have favourable properties including 1) an
explicit learning update, instead of performing an optimization at each iteration, see [3] for details, 2) achieving
monotonic convergence in an appropriate norm of either the
sequence of control inputs or the sequence of error signals
[4]. Several approaches addressing these aspects: approaches
based on frequency response measurement data, see e.g.,
[5], [6], norm optimal based approaches, see e.g., [7], [8],
and the robust gradient-descent based ILC approach, see
e.g., [9], [10]. These design frameworks typically lead to
explicit filters, either linear time-invariant (LTI) or linear
time-varying (LTV), and have been succesfully implemented
in standard digital control implementations.
An important example where standard ILC assumptions
are not justified is when time-stamped data from incremental
encoders is exploited [11]. This data is non-equidistant and
generally in between sample instances, therefore, violating
the assumption of the availability of an exact measurement
at the sample instances. This assumption is also violated
in intermittent ILC through data dropouts in networks [12],
[13], stealth attacks [14], or other constraints [15], [16].
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Intermittent observations occur due to various
(cyber-)physical phenomena, which have led to several
modelling approaches, see e.g., [12], [13], [16]. These
approaches assume that the availability of data at each
possible time instant is given by a known probability
distribution, leading to convergence results for the expected
available data. This probability distribution is unknown in
many applications. Consider for instance time-stamped data
from incremental encoders where the availability of data at
each time instant is strongly related to the position which
cannot be modelled by a probability distribution. A worstcase analysis, thereby omitting the necessity of modelling
the availability of data, is introduced in [11]. However, as
mentioned in Remark IV.2 of [11], this approach is not
computationally tractable for long trial lengths.
Although several ILC approaches that consider arbitrary
time-varying measurements have been developed, guaranteed monotonic convergence has not been fully addressed
and computation time aggregates. The aim of this paper
is to design a single centralized controller that allows for
guaranteed monotonic convergence of the input signal when
only limited error information is available at arbitrary timevarying measurement points. The developed ILC algorithm
extends existing intermittent ILC approaches with 1) the
possible of modelling intersample data points and 2) a
worst-case analysis approach. This allows to design an ILC
algorithm that exploits time-stamped data from incremental
encoders for large-scale situations.
The main contribution of this paper is a computationally
efficient ILC algorithm that guarantees monotonic convergence of the input signal when only limited error information
is available at arbitrary time-varying measurement points.
This is achieved through the following sub-contributions:
C1 A worst-case analysis reveals intermittent sampling in
ILC is not monotonically convergent in the classical
sense. A new monotonic convergence definition is introduced for intermittent sampled ILC (Section III).
C2 An intermittent sampled ILC framework is developed
that leads to monotonic convergence of the control input
exploiting a single decentralized controller (Section IV).
C3 A connection is established between the developed
ILC approach and the existing gradient-descent ILC
design methods [9], [10]. This connection allows for
an intuitive ILC design (Section V).
C4 The ILC approach is applied to a mass-spring-damper
system from which exact time-varying time-stamped
data from the incremental encoder is available. These
results confirm monotonic convergence (Section VI).
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Proofs will be published elsewhere.

Light Detectors

A. Notations and Definitions
The p-norm of a vector x is given by kxkp :=
1
Pn
|x |p ) p where x ∈ Rn is given by x :=
(
 i=1 i
T
x1 , x2 , ..., xn . The induced p norm of matrix A ∈ Rn×n
kAwk
is defined as kAkip = maxw6=0 kwkpp .
Throughout, t ⊂ Z and tc ⊂ R denote discrete-time and
continuous-time respectively. In block diagrams, continuoustime signals are represented by solid lines, slow sampled
discrete-time signals are represented by dashed lines and fast
sampled discrete-time signals are represented by dotted lines.
All systems are assumed to be single-input single-output,
finite-dimensional and linear time invariant (LTI).
Definition 1 (Monotonic convergence towards a fixed
point.) A sequence {Yi }i∈Z≥0 , Yi ∈ X is said to converge
monotonically, in a p-norm, p ∈ {1, 2, ...}, to a unique fixed
point Y∞ ∈ X, if there exists a κ ∈ [0, 1) such that
kYj+1 − Y∞ kp ≤ κkYj − Y∞ kp

(1)

is satisfied for all Yj ∈ X, j ∈ Z≥0 .
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, the intermittent sampled ILC framework
is introduced. First, the ILC setup is introduced. Several
application examples including incremental encoders with
time-stamped data are shown to fit this formulation. Finally,
the intermittent sampled ILC problem is formulated.
A. ILC setup
Consider the ILC setup depicted in Fig. 1, where
yj (tc ) = Juj (tc ),

(2)

here J denotes a causal and stable continuous-time system,
which can be either an open-loop or closed-loop system. The
index j ∈ Z≥0 denotes the j-th task with a finite length of
Nl ∈ N control input samples. The ideal zero-order-hold Hl ,
with sampling time hl ∈ R>0 , connects the digital control
input ul (t) to the analog input of J, as follows
Hl : ulj (t) 7→ uj (tc ),

uj (khl + τ ) = ulj (k),

(3)

with τ ∈ [0, hl ), k ∈ t. The sampled output yjh is obtained
from the ideal sampler Sh
Sh : yj (tc ) 7→ yjh (t),

yjh (k) = yj (hh k), k ∈ t

(4)

1
where hh = M
hl , M ∈ N the sampling time of the output.
The output y h is available to the controller only at the
time-stamps τ̄j , i.e., ȳj (k) = yjh (t̄j,k ), k ∈ {1, ..., Nτ̄j }.
Each trial, the time stamp generator T S generates, depending
on the application, the sequence of time stamps τ̄j :=

TS
ulj

Hl
Fig. 1.
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Schematic representation of incremental encoder

(t̄j,1 , t̄j,2 , ...t̄j,Nτ̄j ) with Nτ̄j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., Nh } the number
of time stamps in the j-th trial. The desired position at the
sample times of the ideal sampler Sh is denoted by ydh . As
the output is only available at the time-stamps τ̄j the error
between the output y h and the desired output ydh can only
be defined at the time-stamps, this error is given by
ēj (k) = ydh (t̄j,k ) − yjh (t̄j,k ), k ∈ {1, ..., Nτj }.

(5)

h

The goal of ILC is to minimize the error e . To achieve this
the available error ēj in task j is exploited to construct ulj+1
for task j + 1, i.e., ulj+1 = F (ulj , ēj ).
Remark 2 Note that the standard ILC setup [1] is recovered,
when T = {τ̄0 }, with τ̄0 representing the set of time-stamps
corresponding to the sample times of the control input, i.e.,
τ̄0 = (0, hl , 2hl , ..., (Nl − 1)hl ).
B. Applications
The following applications fit in the ILC setup of Fig. 1:
• Networked systems where communication is disturbed
through data dropouts, see e.g., [12], [13].
• Systems vulnerable to stealth attacks, see e.g., [14].
• Systems that exploit incremental encoders to measure
position, see e.g., [11].
Systems vulnerable to data dropouts or stealth attacks fit
naturally in the ILC setup given in Fig. 1, as the operator
T S decides which data points are available. Monotonic
convergence of these applications can be guaranteed through
a worst-case analysis of the ILC setup.
To illustrate how systems that exploit incremental encoders
fit the ILC setup of Fig. 1, the mechanical working principle
of an incremental encoder is elaborated.
In Fig. 2, a schematic overview is presented of an
incremental encoder. The main components are a slotted disk
or strip in linear optical incremental encoders, a light source
and two light detectors. The light source is aimed at the light
detectors. Depending on the position of the encoder disk the
slots either obstruct the light or allow the light through. The
output of the light detectors are two signals (A,B) which
indicate if the light is perceived or not by the light detector.
The digital signals (A, B) are evaluated at a very high
sampling rate, fh , (O(fh ) = 106 − 108 Hz) and it is
determined if one of the signals changed, i.e. if a line
transition occurred in-between two time-instances. A counter
keeps track of the number of line transitions taking the
direction into account. Due to the high sampling rate fh of
the encoder, the error at the time-stamps t̄i can be neglected,
i.e., |y(t̄i ) − ȳ(t̄i )| = 0, as examplified in Fig. 3.
There are several ways to exploit the data from encoders:
• The counter value at the sampling instances of the
feedback system is exploited by the ILC algorithm.
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Assumption 3 ensures that it is possible to design an ILC
algorithm that leads to convergence of the input signal ulj
towards uld for j → ∞ and thereby achieving ehj = 0 [1].
Assumption 4 leads to a worst-case analysis for every ILC
setup where the set of possible sequences of time-stamps is
a subset of T . Note that the size of T is given by 2Nh and
therefore grows exponentially with respect to the trial length.

Counter value c(t)
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Fig. 3.
The Counter value of and incremental encoder corresponding
to the position indicated by ( ) The encoder operates at a very high
equidistant sampling rate, indicated by the circles. While the feedback
control system operates at a lower equidistant sampling rate ( ). Linetransitions are indicated by blue squares ( ) and corresponding time-stamps
t̄i . These are exact, i.e., not subject to quantization error. In contrast, data
points used by the feedback control system, clearly suffer from quantization,
indicated by ( ).

As the sampling frequency of the feedback controller
is limited by the real-time computations this approach
leads to a quantization effect. The quantization effect
can be considered as an extra trial varying noise term
which is amplified by ILC [3], [8].
• The offline computations in ILC facilitate the employment of the data at the time stamps, not corrupted by
quantization, to obtain an increase in performance [11].
The ILC setup as depicted in Fig. 1 encompasses the
ILC setup that exploits time-stamped data from incremental
encoders by taking the sampling frequency of the ideal
sampler (4) equal to the sampling frequency of the encoder
and by defining the operator T S to define the time stamps
based on the line-transitions.
C. Problem Formulation
The aim of this paper is to develop an ILC approach
that guarantees monotonic convergence for ILC setups with
arbitrary time-varying measurement data. This includes
• An investigation of a new notion of monotonic
convergence, since existing measures do not apply
(Section III).
• A derivation of conditions for a centralized ILC approach independent of the size of T .
• Establishing a connection with an existing ILC approach
to obtain intuitive design guidelines.
III. M ONOTONIC C ONVERGENCE
The effect of the control input is not fully observable
in trials with few measurement points. In this section, it
is shown that for these trials monotonic convergence as in
Definition 1 cannot be achieved. Therefore, a new definition
of monotonic convergence is introduced.
A. Assumptions
The following assumptions are imposed.
Assumption 3 For the desired output ydh that is considered
there exists a input signal uld such that ydh = Sh JHl uld .
Assumption 4 The set T consists of all sequences of observations possible for a data set of length Nh .

B. Finite Time Description
First, the finite-time system description of the ILC setup of
Fig. 1 is introduced, to define input observability. Consider
the system J h,h = Sh JHh with Markov parameters mhk ,
operating over a finite time interval k ∈ [0, Nh ] ⊆ t, where
the state of the system is reset to zero after each trial.
The input-output behaviour is represented by its convolution
matrix J h,h ∈ RNh ×Nh which maps the input vector uh ∈
RNh to the output vector y h ∈ RNh [17], [18]:
 h

h

y =J

h,h h

u ,

J

h,h

m0
.
.
.
mlN l −1

=

0

..

.
...



(6)

ml0

Define the finite-time description of the zero order hold Hh,l

T
as Hh = IM ⊗ IM with IM := 1 . . . 1
∈ RM and ⊗
denotes the Kronecker product [19]. From this, the finite-time
description of J h,l = Sh JHl is given by J h,l = J h,h Hh,l .
Moreover, define for all τ̄ ∈ T , a matrix T τ̄ ∈ RNτ̄ ×Nh ,
that maps the error vector eh ∈ RNh to the error vector at
the corresponding time-stamps ē(τ̄ ) ∈ RNτ̄ , i.e.,
h
iT
T
T
T
(7)
ē(τ̄j ) = T τ̄j eh , T τ̄j = t̄j,1 t̄j,2 . . . t̄j,Nτ̄j
where k , k ∈ Z≥0 is a row vector of length Nh with 1 in
the k-th position and 0 in every other position.
The structure of the ILC controller is given by
uj+1 = ulj + Lτ̄j ēhj

(8)

with matrices Lτ̄ ∈ RNl ×Nτ̄ , ∀τ̄ ∈ T .
Using these definitions the finite-time description of the
intermittent ILC setup is given by
ulj+1 = ulj + Lτ̄j T τ̄j ehj ,
ehj = y hd − J h,l uj ,

(9)

τ̄j ∈ T .
C. Input observability in ILC
There exist sequences with few measurement points in
the set T . For some of these sequences, the control input
is not fully observable in the available error, ē. Due, to the
iteration varying measurement points this leads to varying
observability of the input signal. Analogous to the wellknown system theoretic results, e.g., [20, Section 5.3], the
input observability of the ILC setup (9) is defined as follows.
Definition 5 (Input Observability) Consider the finite
time ILC description (9) at a given iteration j with
corresponding sequence of measurement points τ̄j ∈ T .
The input ulj ∈ RNl is called observable from the output
ȳ j of iteration j if ȳ j together with the laws of the system,
determines ulj uniquely. This implies that if the input ulj
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is observable from ȳ j that there exist for each output
ȳ j ∈ R

Nτ̄j

at most one input

ulj

such that ȳ j =

T τ̄j J h,l ulj .

From Definition 5 the following partitioning of the input
in an observable and unobservable part can be obtained.
Theorem 6 Consider the finite time ILC description (9) and
a sequence of measurement points τ̄j ∈ T . If the input
ulj is not observable as in Definition 5, then there exists
a transformation of the input given by
(10)
ulj = ulj,obj + ulj,uoj = S1τ̄j ulj,1 + S2τ̄j ulj,2


with Sτ̄j = S1,τ̄j S2,τ̄j a nonsingular matrix, such that
the input ulj,obj := S1τ̄j ulj,1 is observable in the output and
ȳ j , and the input ulj,ouj := S2τ̄j ulj,2 is not observable in the
output ȳ j .
D. Monotonic convergence of intermittent sampled ILC
In this section it is shown that monotonic convergence of
the sequence of inputs {ulj }j∈N as in Definition 1 cannot
be achieved when the control input is not observable as in
Definition 5. Based on the transformation of the control input
in an observable and unobservable part, a new definition of
monotonic convergence is introduced.
To illustrate that input observability is necessary to achieve
monotonic convergence of the control input as in Definition
1, the trial invariant ILC system for which the input is not
observable is considered, leading to the following result.
Theorem 7 Consider an ILC setup (9) satisfying Assumption 3 with trial invariant sequence of measurement points,
i.e., τj = τ̄ with τ̄ ∈ T . If the control input ulj is not
fully observable, as in Definition 5, then there does not
exist a matrix Lτ̄ ∈ RNl ×Nτ̄ that guarantees monotonic
convergence in any p-norm of the sequence of input signals
{uj }j∈Z≥0 , as in Definition 1.
As a consequence of Theorem 7, monotonic convergence
of the sequence of input signals as in Definition 1 cannot
be guaranteed for the ILC setup with arbitrary time-varying
measurement points through a worst-case analysis, leading to
contribution C1. To allow a proper study of the ILC setup, the
following definition of monotonic convergence of the control
input is introduced.
Definition 8 (Monotonic convergence with trial varying input observability) The sequence of input signals
{ulj }j∈Z≥0 of the ILC setup with arbitrary time-varying
measurement points is called monotonic convergent in a
given p-norm if there exists a κob ∈ [0, 1) such that p-norm
of the observable part of the input during trial j converges
monotone towards the corresponding part of uld , i.e.,
kulj+1,obj − uld,obj kp ≤ κob kulj,obj − uld,obj kp

(11)

where uj,obk is the observable part of input uj corresponding
to the transformation (10). In addition, the following should
be satisfied for some κtot ∈ [0, 1]
kulj+1 − ul∞ kp ≤ κtot kulj − ul∞ kp .

(12)

to guarantee that the unobservable part of the control input
is monotone non-decreasing.

Remark 9 Definition 8 reduces to the monotonic convergence condition (1) when considering an ILC setup where
the input is fully observable in each trial.
Condition (11) states that the observable part ulj of the
j-th trial should converge monotonically towards the corresponding fixed point u∞,obj . By definition, this part of the
control input is fully observable in the available output of
the j-th trial, therefore based on the available information
the control input for trial j + 1 in the transformation of trial
j, i.e., uj+1,ob,j can be constructed to converge monotonically
as in Definition 1. When considering an iteration invariant
ILC setup, the analysis of the observable part of the input,
is equivalent to the ILC approach introduced in [21].
In iteration invariant ILC setups the unobservable input
space does not change, therefore uld,uoj = 0 can be obtained
by altering (8) such that kulj+1,uoj kp = αkulj,uoj kp for some
α ∈ [0, 1), thereby satisfying (12) with κtot ∈ [0, 1). When
considering an ILC setup with iteration varying observability
properties, typically uld,uoj 6= 0. Therefore, applying a similar
approach leads to a violation of (12), as the observable
part converges towards 0 instead of uld,uoj 6= 0. However,
designing the ILC controller (8) such that ulj+1,uoj = ulj,uoj ,
guarantees Condition (12) if Condition (11) is satisfied.
IV. C OMPUTATIONALLY TRACTABLE ILC APPROACH
In this section, a computationally tractable ILC approach
is developed to design (8) for the ILC setup presented in
Fig. 1. From Definition 8, a necessary structure is derived
for the ILC controller to guarantee monotonic convergence
in the 2-norm. This structure is exploited to develop an ILC
approach that is independent of the size of T .
A. Monotonic Convergence in the 2-norm
Next, for all τ̄ ∈ T a structure for the corresponding
matrix Lτ̄ is derived that is necessary to achieve monotonic
convergence as in Definition 8.
Theorem 10 (Monotonic convergence in the 2-norm)
Consider the finite-time time-stamped ILC system (9)
satisfying Assumption 3. The sequence of control inputs
{ulj }j∈N is monotonic convergent in the 2-norm towards
the fixed point ud as in Definition 8, if and only for each
τ̄ ∈ T the corresponding matrix Lτ̄ , τ̄ ∈ T is given by
Lτ̄ = J T Tτ̄T Xτ̄

(13)

with Xτ̄ ∈ RNτ̄ ×Nτ̄ . Moreover, if for each τ̄ ∈ T a matrix
Lτ̄ of this structure is found such that Condition (11) is
satisfied, Condition (12) is automatically guaranteed.
From the result of Theorem 10, it is concluded that if the
matrices Lτ̄ are of the form (13), the ILC problem reduces
to finding for each τ̄ ∈ T a matrix Xτ̄ such that Condition
(11) is satisfied.
B. Decentralized ILC controller
Next, a centralized ILC framework for the ILC setup (9)
is developed that reduces the design problem to finding a
single matrix L, leading to Contribution C2 of this paper.
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The following structure of the centralized time-stamped ILC
controller is introduced,
uj+1 = uj + L T Tτj ēj

(14)

B. Connection to ILC approach in Theorem 11
The learning update for the ILC setup (9) with (14) and
(15) is given by
T

The advantage of this structure compared to (8) is that L is
identical for each τ̄ ∈ T . Hence, only T τj varies, which can
easily be constructed after the j-th iteration.
Exploiting Theorem 10, the following result is obtained
for the ILC controller given by (14).
Theorem 11 (Decentralized ILC controller) Consider the
finite-time time-stamped ILC system (9) with desired output
y hd satisfying Assumption 3 and the ILC controller of the
form (14). The sequence of control inputs {ulj }j∈N of (9)
converges monotonically towards uld , in the 2-norm, if and
only if L is given by
T

L := J h,l D

(15)

with D ∈ RNh ×Nh a diagonal matrix with positive entries
which satisfies the following linear matrix inequality (LMI)
T

2INl − J h,l DJ h,l  0.

V. C ONNECTION TO GRADIENT- DESCENT ILC
In this section, a connection is established between the
ILC approach resulting from Theorem 11 and the gradientdescent ILC design method in [9], [10]. This connection
allows for intuitive guidelines to design the matrix D, leading
to contribution C3 of this paper.
A. Gradient-descent ILC
In gradient-descent ILC [9], [10] an iteration invariant ILC
system is considered with finite-time description
(17)

The performance of the ILC algorithm is given by the cost
function J (uj+1 ) = eTj+1 We ej+1 with We  0 a user
defined weighting matrix. The error at iteration j + 1 can be
written as ej+1 = ej + J(uj − uj+1 ) using (17). This leads
to the following gradient of J (uj+1 ) with respect to uj+1 ,
∂J (uj+1 )
= 2J T We J(uj+1 − uj ) − 2J T We ej .
∂uj+1

(18)

The learning update is given by choosing a control input in
the steepest descent direction, i.e.,
uj+1 = uj − ˜

∂J (uj+1 )
∂uj+1

= uj + J T We ej ,

(19)

uj+1

with ε = 2ε̃ ∈ R>0 the size of the step in the steepest descent
direction. Choosing the step ε sufficiently small ensures that
the cost function decays in each iteration, [9], [10], which
leads to an increase in performance.

(20)

Note that this learning update is equivalent to the update law
(19), with We := DT Tτ̄ T τ̄  0. Therefore, the learning
update (20) at trial j is equivalent to a steepest descent
update with cost function Jτj (uj+1 ) = eTj+1 DT Tτj T τj ej+1 .
The matrix T Tτ̄ T τ̄ ∈ RNh is a diagonal matrix of the form
T Tτ̄ T τ̄ = diag(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, ..., 0, 0, 1)

(21)

where the entries equal to 1 correspond to the available
measurement points in the sequence τ̄ .
The above observations allows the design of the matrix D
to be equivalent to the intuitive design of a weighting matrix
We which is extensively studied in literature [1]. By choosing
D = αWe with We ∈ RNh ×Nh a diagonal matrix with
positive entries and a sufficiently small α ∈ R>0 to satisfy
(16) leads to monotonic convergence as in Definition 8.

(16)

Note that this design procedure is independent of the size
of T , since the procedure merely consists of finding a matrix
D to satisfy the single condition (16). Hence, this method is
considered to exhibit computational advantages compared to
τ̄j specific design procedures, e.g., as in [11].

ej = y d − Juj .

uj+1 = uj + J h,l DT Tτj T τj ej .

VI. S IMULATION E XAMPLE
In this section, the decentralized ILC controller introduced
in Section IV is applied to a mass-spring-damper system,
1
with the following transfer function J(s) = ms2 +cs+k
with
mass m = 1 [kg], damping coefficient c = 10 [N·m/s], and
spring constant k = 100 [N/m]. The position of the mass
is measured by an incremental encoder with an accuracy of
5 · 10−4 [m]. The sampling frequencies of the control input
and encoder are, hl = 1 · 10−2 [s] and hh = 1 · 10−3 [s],
respectively. The aim of this example is to find an input
ul such that the position of the mass follows the 4th order
reference r, from which a scaled version is given by the
dashed line in Fig. 4.
A traditional quantized ILC controller and a decentralized
ILC controller (14) are designed using the finite-time description as discussed in Section III. The traditional quantized
ILC controller exploits the counter data available at the
sampling frequency of the control input, thereby introducing
a quantization effect as discussed in Section II. This The
traditional quantized ILC controller is given by (8) with Q =
INl and Lτ0 = (J l,l )† . The decentralized ILC controller that
exploits the exact data that is available at the time stamps,
is determined using Theorem 11. For this application the
error at each sample is considered to be of equal importance,
this corresponds to a weighting filter We = INh . Hence, the
matrix D is designed as INh . The value of  is chosen as
T
 = (kJ h,l J h,l ki2 )−1 to satisfy Condition (16).
A. Simulation Results
In Fig. 5 the error norm kehj k2 when applying traditional
quantized ILC and when applying the decentralized ILC
controller. From Fig. 5 it is observed that the time-stamped
ILC controller achieves higher performance, as the error
norm kehj k2 of time-stamped ILC reaches a lower value
compared to traditional quantized ILC. This can also be
observed in Fig. 4 where the error of both ILC approaches
after 500 trials is presented. It is also observed that the data
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is introduced. A computationally efficient design procedure
for an ILC algorithm that guarantees monotonic convergence
is developed. A connection is established between the developed design procedure and the existing gradient-descent
ILC approach leading to an intuitive design procedure. The
developed design procedure is applied to a mass-springdamper system, through numerical simulations monotonic
convergence is illustrated.
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Fig. 4. Error e500 at trial 500 after applying traditional quantized ILC ( )
and after applying the decentralized ILC controller of Theorem 11 ( ).
In the zoom the time-instances of the available error data are indicated by
dots ( and ). The quantization level is indicated by ( ). The dashed line
( ) depicteds the reference scaled down by a factor 400.
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Fig. 6. Norm kulj − uld k2 when applying traditional quantized ILC ( )
and when applying the decentralized ILC controller of Theorem 11 ( ).

used by the time-stamped ILC controller is non-equidistant
in time. In Fig. 6 the monotonic convergence property of the
sequence input signals in the 2-norm is evaluated for both
ILC approaches. From 6 it is observed that when exploiting
traditional quantized ILC convergence of the control input
towards uld is not achieved, where the control input of timestamped ILC converges monotonically towards uld .
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new framework for intermittent ILC is
developed with provable monotonic convergence (in a suitably new definition), exploiting a single explicit ILC controller. This immediately allows large scale implementation of
various relevant applications with intermittent observations,
including systems with incremental encoders, and systems
with networked or stealth attack issues. It is shown that due
to the trial varying availability of the output, monotonic convergence in its standard definition cannot be obtained. A new
definition for monotonic convergence for this type of systems
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